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HOF Hydraulic is a pioneer in the hydraulic industry and a leading exporter of hydraulic components in the 
world market. The company offers hydraulic vane pumps and other hydraulic components with a wide range of 
specification for new and after markets. HOF products have achieved top quality standards as a result of its 
commitment to continuous development of the design and features, the accuracy in material selection, a 
detailed production process and rigorous tests on every manufactured part. 

Trinity Hydraulics represents HOF Hydraulic vane pumps, vane motors, cartridge kits, directional control 
valves, relief valves, tank accessories and other hydraulic components in the Middle East region.

represented by trinity hydraulics

pilot operated relief - valve

valve         pilot operated relief
size         3/8” to 1-1/4”
pressure       7 - 210 bar
flow         80 - 454 lpm

solenoid operated DCV - valve

valve        solenoid operated DCV

range   cetop 3 & cetop 5

vane motors

motor type             vane motor
torque range             3.3 - 20.9 Nm/6, 9 bar
displacement range      29 - 193.2 cc

vane pumps

pump type                 vane pump fixed displacement
displacement range          7 - 193 cc
max operating pressure range       138 - 240 bar
mounting                              face mounting flange
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